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Abstract

Video streaming on the Internet often suffers from high
frame loss rates due to fragmentation of large frames and
inter-frame dependencies needed for high compression. We
propose adding lightweight, priority-based queue manage-
ment to Internet routers to significantly improve perfor-
mance of video streaming. We extend a Rate-Based RED
approach to support three priority classes and apply it
to MPEG. The performance of the mechanism on video
streams is measured, analyzed and compared with Drop-
Tail and RED in terms of transport layer throughput, system
fairness, application layer throughput and goodput, and
video stream quality. Extensive simulation shows that our
approach improves MPEG video stream quality and net-
work system fairness over traditional RED under a variety
of workloads.

1 Introduction

The Internet has become an essential part of public life
while assuming the role of the underlying communication
network for multimedia streaming applications such as au-
dio conferencing and video on demand (VOD). These rel-
atively new applications have service requirements that are
different than traditional data communication applications,
such as FTP or Web browsing. Streaming media applica-
tions are less sensitive to data loss than are traditional appli-
cations but have strict constraints on end-to-end delay and
jitter. Therefore, streaming media applications tend not to
use TCP since it provides fully reliable data transmission
with no control over transmission timings, and instead use
UDP or their own transport protocols that accept some data
loss for better transmission timing.

Currently, a number of Internet phone applications pro-
vide acceptable voice streaming although the quality of a

voice stream is not guaranteed due to the “best effort” na-
ture of the Internet. However, video streaming quality is
typically of much lower quality than that of audio. In gen-
eral, the frame loss rate for video streaming on the Internet
is much higher than for audio streaming because of the large
size of video frames and inter-frame dependencies inherent
in video compression schemes.

Compared to voice streams in which one or more audio
frames can fit into one typical IP network packet, video has
very large frame sizes such that one video frame is usu-
ally broken down into several IP packets when transmit-
ted. In such a case, one network packet loss results in an
entire video frame loss, unless additional packet recovery
techniques are used. Moreover, video streams have inter-
frame dependencies since typical video compression makes
use of temporal as well as spatial dependencies of pixels to
achieve higher compression ratios. Thus, successful decod-
ing of some compressed frames depends upon the success-
ful decoding of other, primary frames. The loss of a primary
frame will result in consecutive frame losses as seen by the
user, which we call chain frame loss effect.

Video streaming will continue to suffer from high frame
loss rates since the majority of router queues drop packets
without knowledge on the inter-frame dependencies. Cur-
rently, video compression schemes such as MPEG, which
reduce the inter-frame dependencies using redundancies
within each video frame, seek to minimize the chain frame
loss effect. However, the benefits to loss rates from weak-
ening the dependencies or by adding redundancy to recover
loss has the disadvantage of enlarging the frame size, which
might increase the ratio between the network packet loss
rate and receivers’ video frame loss rate.

Improvements to video streaming quality over the Inter-
net may be better served with more direct support from the
network. Differentiated Service (DiffServ) [2] is consid-
ered to be the next generation Internet service architecture
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where users are provided with multiple levels of network
services with different Quality of Service (QoS) or trans-
mission characteristics. Although no agreement has been
made yet on the requirements or number of services, it is
likely that streaming applications may use one or more ser-
vices to meet their needs. [11] illustrates an example use of
prioritized service classes and proportional loss-rate differ-
entiated classes in H.263+ video streaming.

In this paper, we propose IP router support for video
streaming, which is the lowest level support from the IP net-
work. Our approach is a part of, yet different from network
service level approaches as the same network service can be
supported using different queuing mechanisms at routers,
which may have a significantly different impact on appli-
cation and transport layer network performance. To date,
there has been little research exploring router queue mecha-
nisms to improve video streaming and evaluating the effect
on transport and application performances. As a step for-
ward in this research area, we introduce and evaluate a rate-
based Active Queue Management (AQM) [3] mechanism
that enables smoother, fairer video streaming.

Figure 1 shows various AQM mechanisms classified by
the congestion detection mechanisms on which they are
based. RED with In/Out (RIO) [6] is a priority-class-based
queue management extension to RED [8] that fits well with
video transmission characteristics. As shown in [11], clas-
sifying packets of different frame types into priority classes
and dropping packets with higher dependencies (lower pri-
ority class packets) prior to dropping packets with lower de-
pendencies (higher priority class packets) at congestion re-
duces user-perceived frame losses. In this work, in addition
to further evaluation and application to an alternative video
protocol, we identify yet another gain of deploying the pri-
ority class mechanism – reinforcing fairness among multi-
media flows, with a lower bound on fairness determined by
priority class packet ratios.

Rate-Based RED (Rb-RED) [7] is a rate-based AQM that
is proposed as an alternative to RED. Rb-RED suggests us-
ing the estimated (or average) packet arrival rate to deter-
mine impending congestion rather than using the average
queue size to achieve RED-like congestion avoidance per-

formance. Rb-RED compares the estimated packet arrival
rate with the service rate (link bandwidth) and probabilisti-
cally drops packets when the estimated arrival rate exceeds
the service rate. [7] also proposes, but does not thoroughly
evaluate, support for RIO-like priority traffic classes. That
is, incoming packets are classified into n-priority classes,
maintaining estimated arrival rates for each class and drop-
ping all lower priority class packets before probabilistically
dropping packets from the next priority class.

We extend Rb-RED to support 3 priority classes, which
we call Rate-Based RIO (Rb-RIO), and apply it to an
MPEG-1 [10] stream. We implement Rb-RIO in NS (ver-
sion 2) and evaluated it with our responsive (congestion-
controlled) and unresponsive MPEG-1 video stream flows
[4] as well as with long-lived TCP flows. Our results show
that rate-based AQM, used as either a DiffServ router for
prioritized service or as a stand alone “better than best ef-
fort” Internet router, improves network system fairness as
well as dramatically enhances application layer goodput
and video stream quality. The rest of paper describes the
design of Rb-RIO and discusses the issues and analysis of
using Rb-RIO on MPEG-1 streams, measured in terms of
user-perceived frame loss and fairness among flows.

2 Rate-Based RIO

As discussed briefly in Section 1, Rate-Based RIO (Rb-
RIO) supporting 3 priority classes for congestion marking
decisions is an extention to Rate-Based RED (Rb-RED) [7]
that uses estimated packet arrival rate (EAR) along with
service rate (SR) to achieve RED-like congestion avoid-
ance performance with fewer configuration parameters. We
believe that rate-based AQMs that make congestion no-
tification decisions directly based on current traffic load
(EAR/SR) may better manage congestion over RED-like
AQMs that make decisions based on queue size, an indirect
measure of traffic load. Furthermore, rate-based AQM has
advantage over queue-based approaches in that it is easier
to be extended to support traffic classes.

Rb-RIO maintains the EAR, which is a weighted-
average of the incoming packet rate, for each class. When
a packet arrives, Rb-RIO classifies the packet and com-
pares the combination of all class’ EAR to the SR to decide
whether to accept, probabilistically drop or drop with force
the packet according to the algorithm shown in Figure 2. In
Figure 2, class1 is the lowest and class3 is the highest pri-
ority class, and TEAR (Total EAR) is the sum of all class’
EAR. Thus, all incoming packets that belong to a lower
priority class are dropped when probabilistically dropping
packets from the next priority class. When a packet needs
to be probabilistically dropped, the drop probability P is cal-
culated using EAR and SR, adjusted considering the aver-
age queue length and the aggressiveness parameter (AP) to



if (EAR(class1) + EAR(class2) + EAR(class1)) ≤ SR

accept all packets

else if (EAR(class3) + EAR(class2)) ≤ SR

accept all class3 packets
accept all class2 packets
drop class1 packets with probability:

 P = (TEAR  – SR) / EAR(class1) 

else if EAR(class3) ≤ SR

accept all class3 packets
drop all class1 packets
drop class2 packets with probability:

 P = (EAR(class3) + EAR(class2)  – SR) / EAR(class2)

else

drop all class1 packets
drop all class2 packets
drop class3 packets with probability:

 P = (EAR(class3)  – SR) / EAR(class3)

end if

Figure 2. Rb-RIO Algorithm from [7]

keep the average queue within a target range (the middle of
the physical queue, by default), and applied with a uniform
drop distribution [7].

Dropping all lower priority class packets before starting
to drop the next priority class packets is a desired feature for
multimedia transmissions, especially for video where suc-
cessfully decoding some types of frames depends upon first
successfully decoding other frames. For example, MPEG
[10] encodes video at a given frame rate and picture qual-
ity, generating a stream of frame types I, P and B, such as
IBBPBBPBB. Among the three frame types, only I-frames
can be decoded on their own. The decoding of a B-frame
relies on a pair of I-frames and/or P-frames that come be-
fore and after the B-frame and the decoding of a P-frame
relies on an I-frame or P-frame that comes before the P-
frame. I-frame loss results in consecutive user perceived
losses on dependent P- and B-frames and similarly a P-
frame loss results in a user-perceived loss for the depen-
dent B-frames and possibly the next P-frame. Therefore,
dropping B-frames prior to P-frames and P-frames prior to
I-frames can drastically reduce user-perceived frame loss.
In addition, large frames (typical I- and P- frames) are often
fragmented into multiple packets at the IP layer, resulting
in a sharp increase in perceived-loss even when there is lit-
tle network congestion. In the following sections, we test
Rb-RIO with an MPEG-1 application [4] by mapping the
I-, P- and B-frames to each priority class (class3, class2 and
class1, respectively).

Another potential benefit of Rb-RIO is that it guarantees
a minimum transmission rate for each flow when packets
from a flow are distributed to the priority classes. This pro-
vides a lower bound on fairness among flows determined
by priority class packet ratios. Even if there becomes a
widely accepted responsive network protocol for multime-
dia, unfairness among flows will still be an issue as shown
in [1]. Currently, there is no widely accepted network pro-
tocol for multimedia that supports congestion control, and
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Figure 3. Simulation Network Setup.

each multimedia application typically uses customized con-
gestion control mechanisms or uses no congestion control
at all. In this situation, we believe that router mechanisms
that improve fairness are a desirable feature.

One last issue is whether Rb-RIO can be used only as a
DiffServ router or whether Rb-RIO can stand alone as an
effective “better than best effort router”. Although it re-
quires policy decisions, we also show potential benefits of
using Rb-RIO as a stand alone router queue mechanism by
randomly assigning TCP packets to classes, while using the
above priority class mappings for video packets.

3 Simulation

We ran 3 sets of simulations to measure performance of
Rb-RIO: TCP flows, multimedia video streams, and mixed
(TCP + video) flows. We measure transport layer through-
put, fairness and application layer goodput for video, com-
pared with that of Drop-Tail and a well-configured RED
router. We assign TCP packets to class3 and class2 in a 7:3
ratio based on a likely policy that TCP packets are as im-
portant as I- and some of P-frame packets of MPEG video
streams. For all simulations, we set the maximum IP packet
size to 1Kbyte for all traffic agents, and use New-Reno for
the TCP agents. Also, we set the physical queue size of
network routers to 100 packets. First, we ran 60 FTP-TCP
flows on Drop-Tail, RED and on Rb-RIO to compare the
performances of just TCP (the typical dominant traffic in In-
ternet routers today) as shown in Figure 3. For RED, we use
the parameter settings shown in Figure 3, which are well-
tuned RED settings for the simulated network setup and the
TCP workload. Rb-RIO parameters are chosen from [7],
except for the aggressiveness parameter that is set to 2.5 in-
stead of 2.0 to keep the average queue size at around 40
packets (the middle of the minimum and maximum thresh-
olds for RED), are also shown in Figure 3. The simulation
starts with 40 TCP flows and at 10 seconds, 20 more TCP
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Figure 4. Queue Statistics of RED (top) and
Rb-RIO (bottom) with TCP Flows.

flows join making the system more congested.
After analyzing the performance of Rb-RIO on TCP

flows, we replaced TCP traffic sources with responsive
MPEG-1 traffic generators called MPEG APP (described in
[4] in detail) and ran the simulations again on RED and Rb-
RIO. In this simulation, MPEG APP uses a 30 frame per
second IBBPBBPBB pattern stream in which the sizes of
the I-, P- and B-frames are 11 KB, 8 KB and 2 KB, re-
spectively. These frame sizes are the mean frame size of
each type obtained while playing an 1.1 Mbps MPEG-1
news clip. In the MPEG simulation, we turn off the con-
gestion control mechanism for the 20 streams that come
into system from 10 to 20 seconds making them always
transmit at their highest frame rate. This was to measure
how fairly Drop-Tail, RED and Rb-RIO manage multimedia
flows with different congestion responsiveness characteris-
tics, and to measure user perceived frame loss differences
that Rb-RIO offers to well- and ill-behaving video stream-
ing applications.

For the last set of simulations, we start 20 FTP-TCP and
20 responsive MPEG-1 flows (0-30 seconds) and start 20
unresponsive MPEG-1 flows at the 10 seconds that run un-
til 20 seconds. i.e., we replace the 20 responsive MPEG-1
flows of the second set of simulations with FTP-TCP flows
to measure the performance of Rb-RIO on mixed traffic and

Periods Queue Link Utilization Drop Rate
(Seconds) Management (Mbps) (%)

Drop-Tail 24.230 2.87
0–10 RED 24.332 2.88

Rb-RIO 24.367 2.98
Drop-Tail 24.707 3.41

10–20 RED 24.993 3.51
Rb-RIO 24.953 3.68
Drop-Tail 24.724 2.31

20–30 RED 24.929 2.25
Rb-RIO 24.918 2.27
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Figure 5. Link Utilization, Drop Rate (top) and
Jain’s Fairness (bottom) for TCP Flows.

to test the feasibility of using it as a stand alone “better than
best effort” router queue mechanism.

4 Results and Analysis

In this section, we compare the performance of Rb-RIO
on long-lived TCP flows with that of Drop-Tail and RED to
verify our Rb-RIO implementation on NS and to evaluate
the potential benefit of using a rate-based AQM mechanism.
Then we exhibit an in depth analysis of Drop-Tail, RED and
Rb-RIO performance on MPEG-1 video streams, followed
by analysis of the performance of Rb-RIO on the traffic mix
of TCP flows and video streams.

4.1 Rb-RIO with TCP Flows

As presented in Section 3, 40 TCP flows ran from 0 to
30 seconds and 20 more TCP flows came into the system
at 10 seconds and left at 20 seconds. For Rb-RIO, the re-
sults shown in this section is for a 7:3 random TCP map-
ping to class3 and class2. We also ran the same simulation
with mapping TCP only to class3, however the results was
very similar to that of 7:3 mapping. Figure 4 shows the
congested RED and Rb-RIO router queue statistics. The
RED statistics, where the average queue size was well un-
der the maximum threshold (60) and well over the mini-
mum threshold (20), and the instant queue size seldom hit
the maximum queue limit nor 0, show that RED was well-
configured for the TCP workload. The corresponding Rb-
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Figure 6. Average Per-Flow Class Through-
put (top, 10–20 Seconds) and Jain’s Fairness
(bottom) for MPEG Streams.

RIO queue statistics show that the router was also operat-
ing in a similarly “healthy” condition. Note that Rb-RIO’s
congestion detection and marking probability is calculated
primarily based on EAR and SR, and the average queue size
is used to slightly adjust the marking probability to keep the
queue size at a desired position (40 packets in this case). An
interesting observation is that the RED queue oscillates pe-
riodically while the rate-based mechanism does not, result-
ing in smoother average queue movement. Although further
investigation is required, this could be evidence suggesting
an advantage of using packet arrival rate to control conges-
tion rather than just average queue size.

Figure 5 shows the congested link utilization, network
packet drop rate and the system fairness of Drop-Tail, RED
and Rb-RIO for periods 0–10, 10–20 and 20–30 seconds.
For system fairness measurement, we use Jain’s Fairness
Index [9], which takes the average throughput for all flows
and gives a normalized number between 0 and 1, where 0
indicates the greatest unfairness and 1 indicates the greatest
fairness. For all periods, the link utilization of the well-
configured RED and Rb-RIO were comparable with each
other and were slightly better than that of Drop-Tail, while
the packet drop rate for the three queuing mechanisms were
comparable. According to the Jain’s index, RED and Rb-
RIO were nearly equally fair, while Drop-Tail system was
much more unfair than RED or Rb-RIO. Although addi-

tional evaluation with different workloads and network con-
figurations is required, our result suggests that Rb-RIO (or
Rb-RED in a broader sense) has performance comparable
with well-configured RED for a TCP-only workload.

4.2 Rb-RIO with MPEG Streams

Next, we show the results and analysis of the MPEG
simulation. Figure 6 shows the average per-flow through-
put of the responsive and unresponsive MPEG-1 flows dur-
ing 10–20 seconds, and Jain’s fairness index for Drop-Tail,
RED and Rb-RIO for the three time periods. During periods
0–10 and 20–30 when only responsive MPEG video flows
are active, all three queue mechanisms provide reasonably
fair allocation of outgoing bandwidth although Rb-RIO pro-
vides the best fairness of the three. However, during the 10–
20 second period when the 20 unresponsive MPEG-1 video
flows arrive, Drop-Tail and RED’s fairness degrade signif-
icantly as all the unresponsive flows get a larger share of
the bandwidth than the responsive flows. Rb-RIO, however,
only suffers a slight degradation in fairness as it protects
the class2 and class3 packets (the P- and I-frames, respec-
tively) and drops most of the class1 packets (the B-frames)
from the unresponsive flows.

Many continuous media streaming protocols do not pro-
vide for a mechanism for retransmission, since interactive
multimedia is often time sensitive and large delay buffers
can be required to wait for a re-transmitted packet. Since
the successful decoding of P- and B-frames depends upon
the successful arrival of other P- and I-frames, the effects of
packets dropped by a router can be compounded when de-
coded into the frames played to the user. Furthermore, most
P- and I-frames are fragmented by the router since they are
larger than a default IP packet (1 Kbyte in our simulation),
further exacerbating the problem.

Table 1 shows aggregated throughput and loss rates of
the application layer as well as of the transport layer for
the 40 responsive MPEG-1 flows from each experimental

Table 1. Statistics for 40 Responsive MPEG
Streams (0–30 Seconds).

Throughput Frms Deco Pkt Frm Deco
(Mbps) Recvd Frms Loss% Loss% Loss%

Drop-Tail 19.819 10369 7620 13.08 22.8 43.2
RED 18.650 7706 5054 8.99 29.4 53.7

Rb-RIO 20.812 7553 7211 11.19 36.9 39.8

Table 2. Statistics for 20 Unresponsive MPEG
Streams (10–20 Seconds).

Throughput Frms Deco Pkt Frm Deco
(Mbps) Recvd Frms Loss% Loss% Loss%

Drop-Tail 14.272 3616 768 23.4 38.7 87.0
RED 15.182 3331 467 20.6 43.5 92.1

Rb-RIO 9.696 656 656 34.5 88.8 88.8
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run. The transport layer throughput indicates that Rb-RIO
delivered the largest number of bytes for the responsive
flows with Drop-Tail being the second biggest. Looking at
the application layer throughput (Frms Recvd) and goodput
(Deco Frms), while Drop-Tail delivered the largest num-
ber of video frames, it was using the network bandwidth
ineffectively since about 27% of the frames received were
not decodable (10369 vs. 7620 frames). Similarly, with
RED, about 34% of the frames received were not decodable
(7706 vs. 5054 frames). Moreover, the application layer
throughput and goodput of RED (10369 vs. 7706 frames for
throughput and 7620 vs 5054 frames for goodput) was sig-
nificantly worse than that of Drop-Tail, although the trans-
port layer throughput differences were not significant. This
indicates that video steaming will suffer even more under
RED queue management than under Drop-Tail, since the
uniform packet drop distribution resulting from the random
early packet drop behavior of RED will result in more ap-
plication frame losses.

This phenomenon of RED using network bandwidth less
effectively than Drop-Tail can also be seen by comparing
the network packet loss rate, video frame loss rate and de-
codable video frame loss rate of Drop-Tail and RED. Rb-

RIO, receiving the least number of frames, used network
bandwidth most effectively as almost all video frames re-
ceived were decodable, while the network bandwidth usage
and the number of decodable frames received by Drop-Tail
and RED were comparably poor. In addition, Rb-RIO pro-
vided significant benefit to the video application by produc-
ing far smoother video streams while Drop-Tail and RED
provided more broken video streams as shown in Figure 7.
In Figure 7, the top 3 lines depict the sequence of success-
fully decoded frames of 3 sampled MPEG video streams
under Drop-Tail. Similarly, the middle 3 and the bottom
3 lines are 3 successfully decoded frames under RED and
Rb-RIO respectively.

The benefits of using Rb-RIO is even more dramatic for
the unresponsive video streams as depicted in Table 2. By
dropping all the lower priority class packets (B- and P-
frame packets) first, Rb-RIO used only 68% of the band-
width used by Drop-Tail for the 20 unresponsive MPEG
video flows (14.272 vs. 9.696 Mbps) and achieved an 85%
application layer goodput of Drop-Tail (768 vs. 656 decod-
able frames). Furthermore, Rb-RIO provided far smoother
video streams than either Drop-Tail or RED.

4.3 Rb-RIO with TCP Flows and MPEG Streams

In the previous section, we showed the benefit of using
Rb-RIO for video streaming only traffic. In this section,
we evaluate a mechanism to use Rb-RIO for mixed traf-
fic with both TCP flows and MPEG video streams. This
test is not a complete evaluation of feasibility of using Rb-
RIO as a “better than best effort” router queue management,
yet it is still useful since it shows possible benefits for TCP
as well as MPEG video streams over Drop-Tail and RED
queue management.

Figure 8 depicts fairness for the TCP, responsive and
unresponsive MPEG flows in terms of aggregated class
throughput and Jain’s fairness index. During periods 0–
10 and 20–30 seconds, where 20 FTP-TCP and 20 respon-
sive MPEG video flows were competing for the bandwidth,
respectively, the responsive MPEG flows got significantly
more bandwidth than the TCP flows did under Drop-Tail
management. RED shows fairer bandwidth allocation, how-
ever, as the MPEG flows still got more bandwidth. In
contrast, Rb-RIO mapping TCP packets to the highest and
middle priority classes in 7:3 ratio, achieved fairer band-
width allocation than Drop-Tail and RED while favoring
TCP slightly more than the MPEG video steams.

During 10–20 seconds, when 20 unresponsive MPEG
streams join, Drop-Tail could not protect TCP, the least ag-
gressive of the three flow types. RED was able to allocate
a little more bandwidth to the TCP flows, yet still could not
protect the responsive flows from the unresponsive flows.
In contrast, Rb-RIO was able to best protect the responsive
flows, and TCP flows received more bandwidth than they
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Figure 8. Aggregate Class Throughput (top)
and Jain’s Fairness (bottom) for TCP and
MPEG Traffic Mix

did under Drop-Tail or RED. Rb-RIO still provided a far
smoother video streams than Drop-Tail and RED, similar to
Figure 7, but omitted here due to lack of space.

We note that the 7:3 TCP mapping we chose could be
replaced with other TCP mappings such as mapping to only
the highest priority class, which would favor TCP the most.
In our case, we chose the 7:3 mapping since it produces
reasonable performances for both the TCP and the video
streams. How to assign bandwidth among TCP and non-
TCP flows is a policy decision, and Rb-RIO may be used to
effectively enforce the policy chosen.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented Rb-RIO, a specific im-
plementation of Rb-RED that uses a priority class-based
AQM, and evaluated it with TCP and video traffic. We
find that Rb-RIO can dramatically improve MPEG video
frame loss as perceived by the user, while improving fair-
ness over Drop-Tail and RED. We also identify how Rb-
RIO can be configured to outperform Drop-Tail and RED
on traffic with both TCP and video streams. Rb-RIO could
be used for a video transmission service class queue mech-
anism in IETF’s DiffServ architecture, or it could be used
as a standalone mechanism within the current “best effort”
Internet service architecture.

We believe that the benefits we showed in this paper for
video streams are not the only benefits that Rb-RIO, or pri-
ority class-based AQM in a larger sense, could offer. Fu-
ture work includes applying Rb-RIO to improve the perfor-
mance of short-lived Web TCP traffic (mice) over long-lived
TCP bulk transfers (elephants). Assigning short-lived TCP
packets to the highest priority class trying to avoid drops
may improve the performance of Web TCP traffic. Other
future work may compare the performance of multimedia
and TCP flows under priority class-based AQM such as Rb-
RIO to that of traffic class-based AQM such as Dynamic
Class-Based Threshold (D-CBT) [5]. Future work also in-
cludes a more thorough evaluation of rate-based versus av-
erage queue size-based AQM.
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